SLIVER OF A FULL MOON
WRITTEN BY MARY KATHRYN NAGLE  DIRECTED BY ANITA GONZALEZ

THE CAST

SONJA KILLIPS  AS  LISA BRUNNER
CECIL PAVLAT  AS  TOM COLE
REBECCA PARISH  AS  NETTIE WARBELOW
JJOE MEDICINE  AS  DENNIS WHITEHAWK
LORI JUMP  AS  TERRI HENRY
HALI MCKELVIE  AS  DIANE MILLICH
COLLEEN MEDICINE  AS  DEBORAH PARKER
JACKIE HALFADAY-MINTON  AS  BILLIE JO RICH
ERIN CROOM  AS  CHORUS WOMAN
CALEB FOOTE  AS  CHORUS MAN

ADDITIONAL PERFORMERS
MIKE PILCHER (DRUMMER), JOSH HOMMINGA (DRUMMER)
ALAYSIA BREWER (DANCER), AND AMBER BELONGA (SINGER)

THIS PLAY IS DEDICATED TO ALL OF OUR NATIVE WOMEN RELATIVES,
PAST AND PRESENT, WHO HAVE Fought TO SURVIVE THESE CYCLES
OF ABUSE AND VIOLENCE SO THAT WE COULD BE HERE TODAY.

- MARY KATHRYN NAGLE
FOR SUGAR ISLAND
PLAYS BY STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR

THE PLAYS

FOR SUGAR ISLAND  WRITTEN BY EMMA BERGMAN,  DIRECTED BY CALEB FOOTE

UNDER OCTOBER SNOWFALL, WRITTEN BY HUNTER ZHAO,  CHOREOGRAPHED BY
CHLOE GONZALES  AND  PAULA MODAFFERI

IMMA JUST TUCK MINE IN  WRITTEN BY JUSTIN GORDON,  DIRECTED BY ANITA GONZALEZ
AND ZACH KOLODZIEJ

SWEAT  WRITTEN BY MIA MASSIMINO,  DIRECTED BY ANITA GONZALEZ

THE CAST

CHLOE GONZALES,  ERIN CROOM,  CALEB FOOTE,  LIAM LOOMER,  PAULA MODAFFERI,
MIA MASSIMINO,  ZACH KOLODZIEJ

DREAM CATCHER THEATER CREW
RANDY MCLEOD,  CHEYENNE BOWEN,  WADE THIBERT,  TOMMY MENDOSKIN,
JAMES LAMOREAUX,  CHEYENNE CADREAU,  CECIL CAIRNS,  JAMES DOUD

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CREW
DANA SITZLER - GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
GARY DECKER - TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
JOCELYN APTOWITZ - STAGE MANAGER
MIA MASSIMINO - ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (SLIVER OF A FULL MOON)

SPECIAL THANKS TO...

CECIL PAVLAT,  JACKIE HALFADAY-MINTON,  ROBIN WILSON,
ANITA GONZALEZ,  UNCLE BASIL WILLIS,  AND  REBECCA PARISH